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Gary Waters / Getty Images Psychology is a study of mind and behavior. It covers biological influences, social pressures and environmental factors that influence how people think, act and feel. Gaining a richer and deeper understanding of psychology can help people achieve an understanding of their own actions as well as a better understanding of other people. Psychology is a broad and diverse field
that covers the study of human thought, behavior, development, personality, emotions, motivation and in many ways. As a result, there were some different subconscious and specialties. Below are some of the main areas of research and application in psychology: Abnormal psychology is the study of abnormal behavior and psychopathology. This specialty is focused on research and treatment of various
mental disorders and is associated with psychotherapy and clinical psychology. Biological psychology (biopsychology) studies how biological processes affect mind and behavior. This area is closely related to neuroscience and uses tools such as MRI and PET scans to look at craniocerebral trauma or brain abnormalities. Clinical psychology is focused on assessing, diagnosing and treating mental
disorders. Cognitive psychology is the study of human thinking processes, including attention, memory, perception, decision-making, problem solving and language acquisition.Comparative psychology is a branch of psychology associated with the study of animal behavior. Developmental psychology is an area that examines human growth and development throughout life, including cognitive abilities,
morality, social functioning, identity and other areas of life. Forensic psychology is an applied sphere focused on the use of psychological research and principles in the legal and criminal justice system. Industrial and organizational psychology is an area that uses psychological research to improve the efficiency and choice of employees. Personality psychology focuses on understanding how personality
develops, as well as on patterns of thought, behavior and characteristics that make each person unique. Social psychology focuses on group behavior, social influences on individual behavior, attitudes, prejudice, conformity, aggression and related topics. The most obvious application for psychology is the area of mental health, where psychologists use principles, research and clinical findings to help
clients manage and overcome symptoms of mental disorder and psychological illness. Some of the additional uses for psychology include: Development of educational programsEgonomicsInformation of public policy Therapeutic and sanitary treatmentPersonal health and well-beingPsychological researchSouth design of the programUndertainment of child development It is difficult to capture everything
that psychology covers only in a brief definition, but topics such as development, personality, thoughts, feelings, emotions, motivation and social behavior just a fraction of what psychology seeks to understand, predict and explain. Psychology is both an applied and academic field that benefits both individuals and society as a whole. Much of the psychology is devoted to diagnosing and handling mental
health problems, but that's just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the impact of psychology. Some of the ways that psychology contributes to individuals and society include: Improving our understanding of why people behave just as wellUndertainment of various factors that can affect the human mind and behaviorUndertain issues that affect health, daily life and well-beingImping ergono methodologies
to improve product designSuring safer and more efficient workspacesInting motivates people to achieve their goalsImping productivity Psychologists achieve these things using objective scientific methods to understand , explain and anticipate human behavior. Psychological studies are very structured, starting with a hypothesis that is then empirically tested. There's a lot of confusion out there about
psychology. Unfortunately, such misconceptions about psychology abound in part due to stereotypical images of psychologists in popular media, as well as various career pathways of those with degrees of psychology. Of course, there are psychologists who help solve crimes, and there are many professionals who help people deal with mental health issues. However, there are also psychologists who:
Contribute to the creation of healthier jobsdesign and implement public health programsSearch for flight safetyDropogo technology design and computer programsThe system of military life and the psychological impact of combat No matter where psychologists work, their primary goals - to help describe, explain, predict and affect human behavior. Early psychology evolved from both philosophy and
biology. Discussions of these two subjects date back to early Greek thinkers including Aristotle and Socrates. The very word psychology comes from the Greek word psyche, literally meaning life or breathing. The resulting meanings of the word include the soul or I. The emergence of psychology as a separate and independent field of study really appeared when Wilhelm Mundt founded the first
experimental psychology laboratory in Leipzig, Germany in 1879. Throughout the history of psychology, different schools of thought have formed to explain the human mind and behavior. In some cases, certain schools of thought rose to dominate the field of psychology over a period of time. Below are some of the major schools of thought in psychology. Structurality: Vundt and Titchener's structureism
was the oldest school of thought, but others soon began to emerge. Functionalism: Early psychologist and philosopher William James became associated with a school of thought known as functionalism that focused on the purpose of human consciousness and behavior. Psychoanalysis: Soon, these school of thought gave way to several dominant and influential approaches to psychology. Sigmund
Freud's psychoanalysis was focused on how the unconscious mind affected human behavior. Behaviour: The behavioural school of thought turned away from looking at the internal impact on behaviour and sought to make psychology a study of observable behaviour. Humanistic psychology: Later, the humanistic approach was focused on the importance of personal growth and self-realization. Cognitive
psychology: By the 1960s and 1970s, the cognitive revolution prompted research into internal mental processes such as thinking, decision-making, language development and memory. While these schools of thought are sometimes perceived as competing forces, each perspective has contributed to our understanding of psychology. As you can see, while psychology can be a relatively young science, it
also has a huge amount of both depth and breadth. Assessment, diagnosis and treatment of mental illness are central psychology interests, but psychology covers far more than mental health. Today, psychologists strive to understand many different aspects of the human mind and behavior, adding new knowledge to our understanding of how people think, as well as developing practical applications that
have an important impact on human daily life. Psychology works to help people improve their individual well-being and thrive in an increasingly complex world. Thanks for your feedback! What are your concerns? Verywell Mind uses only high-quality sources, including peer-reviewed research, to support facts in our articles. Read our editorial process to learn more about how we fact check and keep our
content accurate, reliable and reliable. American Psychiatric Association. Diagnostic and statistical manual on mental disorders, 5th ed. Washington, D.C.: Author; 2013. Hotersall D. History of psychology, 4th ed. New York: McGraw Hill; 2003. According to BCR, the world of sport is the basis in American culture and around the world. If you want to continue the future in this area, there will always be a need
for sports professionals of all kinds. Among the most important professions in this field is a sports psychologist, one who tends to the needs of athletes, keeping them healthy in mind and body. An online master's degree in sports psychology can open many doors, ranging from counselor to coach to sports consultant. The next ranking represents our choice for the top 20 online master's degrees in sports
psychology. These higher education programs were selected by researching critical elements of a strong master's degree online in the field. For more general information on online learning, visit our ranking of the best online colleges. Advertising BestCollegeReviews.org is an advertising site. Recommended or trusted affiliate programs and all school search, search, or compliance results for schools that
compensate us. This does not affect our school rankings, resource directories or other editorially independent information published on this site. In determining the order of this rating, we accrued points based on: The range of academic proposals in the versatile facets of sports psychology (1-5 points)Faculty of Scientific Level in Sports or Psychology of Efficiency (1-4 points)Quality and availability of the
online learning portal (1-5 points)Praise from current students, graduates and/or respected publications (1-4 points)The additional score was awarded for noteworthy features that made it the top online master in sports psychology In the case of tying in scores, a school with a lower net price appears higher in the ranking. The tuition data was a source from the relevant official website of each college. Top 10
Master's degree in Sports Psychology Online Rank School Location 1 University of Denver, CO 2 University of Western Portland, or 3 University of Missouri Columbia, MO 4 Lock Haven University Haven Haven, PA/td&gt; 5 Berry University Miami, FL 6 A.T. Still Kirksville University, MO 7 Chapel University Minneapolis, MN 8 Drexel University Online Philadelphia PA 9 West Virginia Morgantown University,
WV 10 Medaille College Buffalo, NEW YORK #19 - University of San Diego for Institute of Arts Studies in Sports Counseling Online Program Website Points: 11 Training Program: $16,665.00 Annual Studies Relatively New College, University of San Diego for Intuitive Research was founded in 1999. This college continues to grow in both admissions and academic proposals. SDUIS has a master's degree
online in sports counseling, an intensive program that includes 90 quarter units, a master's thesis and a passing class on a comprehensive master's exam. Ma'e in online sports counseling is designed for students wishing to find a future with sports organizations and individual athlete advice. This college is particularly popular with the adult student population, welcoming those with unconventional
experiences and a help schedule. SDUIS is a visionary institution that believes that every student has a uniquely valuable perspective. Program Site Points: 12Program Tuition: $615.00 per credit hour Part of the National University system, John F. Kennedy University is a private, nonprofit school with a wide selection of learning resources. JFKU's Online Master of Sports Psychology is considered an
outstanding program in this field; this degree integrates theory, research, psychopathology, kinesiology, application of psychology methods to youth settings of the risk group and much more. Students of online psychology of sports are provided with practical internship opportunities and are ready to pass the certification exam of the Association of Applied Sports Psychology (AASP). One important detail of
this program is that students are required to undergo internships for their first year in the Bay Area next internships can be on the website of local online online #17 - Argosy University MA's Sports Exercise Psychology Online Program Points Website: 12 Program Training: $750.00 per credit hour Established in 2001, Argosi University has steadily expanded to more than 27 campus locations across the
United States. The Argosy program is also available through distance learning, where graduate students can find an online master's degree in sports exercise psychology. This 30-credit degree in sports psychology includes numerous areas of the field, some of which include professional identity, helping relationships, sports science, research and evaluation, individual and group skills, diversity, and more.
For master's students seeking to further their degrees, Argosy also offers an online Doctor of Clinical Psychology. Argosy's handy online apps include access to mobile apps, 24/7 flexibility and course tasks completed at student rate. #16 - American Military University Internet Master of Science in Sports and Health Sciences Program Site Points: 12 Program Training: $350.00 per credit hourReclaims U.S.
news and World Report and highly recommended by alumni, American Military University is a highly renowned institution. Among the popular programs of the AU is an online master of sports and health sciences, a 36-credit program for distance students is available. The AMU's online sports psychology program is complex, interdisciplinary and prepares students for several professions. Graduates of the
scientific degree of sports and health study scientific practices, analysis of sports movement, sports performance, administration of field tests and much more. Students at the AU online master's degree tend to complete their diploma in two years, but have the flexibility to get a degree within seven years. Most AU students are military-affiliated, and the college is very adapted to the needs of this population.
Program Site Points: 13 Learning Program: $429.00 per credit hour Great School with vast learning resources, The University of West Alabama continues to expand its offerings. UWA distance learning programs are affordable, flexible and led by terminal instructors in their field. For postgraduate students who are looking for an online master's degree in sports psychology, there is an option of specialization
within the master's degree in the program of experimental psychology; this 36-credit degree consists of basic curricula, theory and a wide range of applied courses. Graduates of this sports psychology master are equipped with versatility in field knowledge, much profitable quality during the labor market. #14 - Adams State University Online MA's Applied Sports Psychology Program Site Points: 13Program
Learning: $423.00 per credit hourDressed in 1921, Adams State University steadily increased both enrollment and high valuations from its students. Among the distance learning degrees of this college are sports psychology master's online; this flexible, 36-credit postgraduate program classroom and practical experience. Adams's applied sports psychology graduates tend to find careers in health and
wellness, advising on sports psychology, athletic performance, recreation, among many other settings. In addition, this degree of sports psychology online is a step forward in acquiring the status of a certified consultant with the Association of Applied Sports Psychology; in the field of sports results, this is considered the top and most respected certification. #13 - University of California Online MS
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND HEALTH PROMOTION-SPORT PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM CONCENTRATION SITE Points: 14 Tuition Program: $500.00 per credit hour The University of California Pennsylvania has small class sizes, $5 million in scholarships, and competitively low tuition rates. A master's degree in online sports psychology helps students become strong leaders in this field; online sports
psychology program is well rounded and comprehensive, integrating courses into the psychological impact of sports injuries and rehabilitation, performance enhancement and intervention, sports performance research and more. Cal U offers its students enrollment in double concentrations, making their degree of sports psychology even more specialized in the labor market. Program Site Points: 14Program
Training: $360.00 per credit hour Long trusted name in academia, National University degrees have a strong reputation in the labor market. The National's online iaaf in performance psychology is a top choice for future professionals in the field; NU has a comprehensive curriculum in topics including sports/performance psychology, performance counseling skills, behavioral change theory, psychopathology
and edict in performance psychology, among others. Postgraduate students studying for a master's degree in sports psychology graduated from field experience; this experience is overseen by the faculty and should lead to a written dissertation report. Program Site Points: 14Program Training: $325.00 per credit hour High cost, low learning option, University of California is a well-known and reliable name
in education. The online master's degree in psychology includes concentration in sports psychology; this five-credit concentration track was developed by a specialist in the field, and students are given a course of work themed in coaching psychology, preparation for athletic performance, motivation, image, and much new. CSU's combined degree of psychology and sports psychology is a great option for
well-rounded masters. California Southern has an attentive faculty lecturer and advanced online technology class. Program Site Points: 15Program Tuition: $918.00 per credit hourFever places in Buffalo, Rochester, and, most recently, online, Medaille College is an affordable private school. Medeil's distance learning component includes an online master's degree in graduate degree, which offers
concentration in sports psychology. This 36-credit postgraduate postgraduate student promising careers in sports management, coaching, sports psychology, public relations, academia and many others. Graduates of this program tend to complete it within a year, and students have a flexible acceptance option of one to four courses per semester. The Medaille College online learning program has
experienced teachers and modern learning resources. #9 - University of West Virginia Internet M.S. Experimental Psychology: Health and Sports Psychology Program Site Points: 15Program Learning: $453.00 per Credit HourSam University of Virginia is a midsize academic community with a managed, future-oriented student body. WVU maintains its high academic standards online, with numerous
distance learning programs available. At the College of Physical Activity and Sports Sciences, there is an online master's sports coaching, perfect for students who conduct a college degree in sports psychology; this program is designed to combine both classroom and practical field education. WVU gives priority to current athletic trainers because it is important to apply the curriculum to athletes throughout
the program. The WVU online portal encourages interaction, peer support and availability of learning resources. Program Site Points: 16 Program Training: $1,228.00 per credit hourAmong's most respected academic institution, Drexel University has globally recognized degree and faculty programs. Drexel online has the same challenging coursework as its campus counterpart, and a growing number of
students are looking for this option to earn their degree. For postgraduate students who get an online master's in sports psychology, he is a Master of Science in Sports Coaching; this rigorous degree program includes relevant training programs in coaching psychology, sports psychology, coaching and team management, sports recruitment, ethics in coaching, and many others. Drexel offers master's
students ten-decade international residency and flexible, 100% online schedule of programs. Program Site Points: 16Program Training: $450 per credit hour (standard path), $2,500 per quarter (Flex-Path Expedited Selection)A popular online school with flexible degree options, Chapel University provides an excellent education. Capella's master of psychology includes a choice of specialization in sports
psychology; MS in sports psychology focuses on the resources needed to motivating athletic performance. Postgraduate students in sports psychology complete both basic and specialized courses; among the courses included are biomechanics, research, topical issues of sports psychology, ethics, multicultural issues and much more. Capella requires his online master's students to complete the final
project, integrating all curricula studied for the previous 60 credits. #6 – A.T. Still University (ATSU) Master of Sciences in Kinesiology Internet Program Website Points: Tuition: $506.00 per credit hour Ordered in 1892 as a pioneer in osteopathic healthcare, A.T. However the university became expansive conglomerate of specialized schools. This institution has two major campuses in addition to its online
degree offerings. A master's degree in kinesiology includes a master's degree in exercise track and sports psychology; This online master of science in sports psychology includes field courses on applied sports psychology, physical activity, healthcare, exercise and mental health, as well as principles of compliance and motivation. The degree of sports psychology is considered a post-professional program,
especially suitable for those who want to build their professional opportunities; online MS students can further specialize in their degree by adding a second (double) concentration track. Program Site Points: 18Program Learning: $990.00 per credit hourIn the base in Miami, Barry University is a progressive school for students seeking to make a positive impact. Distance learning degrees from this college
include sports, exercise and MS performance psychology; this online sports psychology master's degree has been recognized several times as the top program of its kind. Barry's alleged training results include skills kits in coaching, advising on the psychology of sport, performance enhancing techniques for athletes, team counseling and many others. Barry University has high standards in the admissions
process, requiring a minimum of 3.0 bachelor's GPA for enrollment. Barry University's master's faculty is almost entirely doctoral professionals. #4 - Lock Haven University Master of Sciences in Sports Science Online Program Site Points: 18Program Learning: $750.00 per credit hourIn pennsylvania, Haven Lock University is a popular choice for traditional and non-traditional students, yes. Among graduate
students, the LHU includes online MS in sports science, a degree that includes sports and exercise psychology curriculum. 30 credit-hour online track sports psychology has sports courses in American culture, ethics in sports, basics of sports and physical psychology, research techniques in sports science and more. Students of sports and physical psychology complete a diploma with a capstone project
that includes knowledge achieved during the program. Graduates of sports MS Lock Haven went to positions in clinical psychology, coaching, counseling, private practice and many others. #3 - Mizzou - University of Missouri Online M.Ed. in Sports Psychology Program Site Points: 19 Program Learning: $615.00 per credit hourDate from the largest schools in the region, the University of Missouri educates
more than 30,000 students on campus and around the world. Mizzou distance learning programs include a respected master's degree in educational, school and consultative psychology; this degree includes the possibility of concentration of sports psychology, preparation of students for futures for sports coaching, academic counseling, and many other opportunities in the industry. Mizzou courses are built
in scientist-practitioner models; This hands-on approach is all in balance with the belief that athletes should be well-rounded, resourceful individuals. The Faculty of Mizzou are experienced specialists in psychology, academics, and athletics industries. #2 - University of Western States-Portland MS in Exercise and Sports Sciences Internet Program Points: 19Program Training: $405.00 per credit hour
Originally founded for chiropractic research, University of western States - Portland has since diversified to provide a growing number of degrees. This school added a distance learning department, home to such an online master's degree in sports psychology and performance; this degree optimizes knowledge in motivation of performance, consulting ethics, sports nutrition, mental skills training, applied
sports psychology and much more. Students of sports psychology complete either a capstone project or a comprehensive exam at the conclusion of the program. UWS is celebrated by students for its community-based, conversational and interactive approach to online learning. #1 - University of Denver Online Master of Arts in Sports Coaching Program Website Points: 20 Program Learning: $1,320.00
per credit hourBuilder for nationally renowned scientists, the University of Denver has progressive values and an education philosophy comprehended by students. For students earning an online degree in sports psychology, this college is home to a master's in sports coaching; this degree provides an opportunity to focus on sports psychology and coaching. Postgraduate students of sports psychology
receive an interdisciplinary curriculum, mixing coursework in sociocultural aspects of sports coaching, theory of psychology of sports efficiency, philosophy, legal issues and independent research of sports psychology. The Faculty of Sports Psychology of UD are educators at the level of scientists; In addition, all students of the program work in conjunction with a mental skills consultant for further industry
knowledge and mentoring. The previous one represents the top 20 online masters in sports psychology. Related ratings: Top Online Masters in Addiction Research
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